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INTRODUCTION
This paper's main objective is to propose the algo rithm learning a stochastic rule with examples based on an MDL (Minimum Description Length) principle with an application to the design of intelligent re lational database systems that has been extensively reported [1, 2, 3] , where the sequence of the examples is emitted by the stochastic rule, and each example is represented as a vector consisting of R attributes, called an attribute vector [4, 5, 6, 7] .
Consider the situation where we design the intelligent relational database system inferring some missing at tribute values from the other known values in the same record by using an available rule [8, 9] . Then, we need to acquire some rules on the inter-attribute relation by some means first. However, the task of construct ing such rules manually by an expert or with an ex pert (10] is very difficult and time-consuming (6] . So, we need the method that automatically learns correct rules with some given examples.
In this paper, we define learning stochastic rules on the inter-attribute relation as estimating the proba bility P(xR) of each R-dimensional attribute vector xR that consists of the model g givi�g a structure such as a Bayesian Belief Network (BBN) [11, 12] as well as the k(g) stochastic parameters pk(g) each in dicating the probability imbedded in the model such as a conditional probability, with the n examples xR[n] = xfxr · · · x� of R-dimensional attribute vec tor xf?., i = 1, 2, · · · , n. We assume that the R dimensional attribute vector is represented as xR = (xC1) x<2> · · · xCR)) each attribute x(j) taking a· val-
Much work is recently being devoted to learning stochastic rules with the n examples xR[n] assum ing arbitrary BBNs [11, 12] as a model set G [5, 6, 7, 13, 14, 15] . BBN is represented as a directed acyclic graph in which nodes represent attributes and arcs be tween nodes represent probabilistic dependencies be tween the attributes, and is also the graphical tool that facilitates the qualitative structuring of uncertain knowledge and provides a framework for the numerical encoding of probabilistic relations. Especially, Cooper and Herskovits (6] have proposed the algorithm based on Bayesian, namely, selecting the model that maxi mizes the posterior probability p(glxR[n]) of the model g E G given the n examples xR[n] while the other pre vious works are non-Bayesian.
This paper addresses the learning method based on the MDL (Minimum Description Length) principle [16, 17] , which is similar to the result of Cooper and Herskovits [6] in some sense, but differs in that eurs assumes a prior probabilities neither on each model g over the model set G nor on each set of the k(g) parame ters pk(g) over the parametric space (0, ljk(g) when the model is g. The MDL principle selects the model such that the description length l(xR[n]) of then examples xR[n], namely, the sum of both the description length la(gA of the model g E G and the description length l9(x [n]) of then examples xR[n] based on the model g is minimized, preparing the description method for both of them beforehand. MDL selects the model achieving the best compromise between the simplicity of a selected model itself and the examples' fitnesses to the selected model, based on the description length as
In BBNs, for example, as the number of the edges in the network increases, the examples' fitnesses to the network are improved although the network gets more complex, having more conditional probabilities. How ever, as the number of the edges is reduced, the exam ples' fitnesses to the network get worse although the network has less conditional probabilities.
Our specific point is to apply the specific length func tion [18) 
where K is the set of the length function l satisfying the Kraft's inequality as
and Eo[·] and H(8) denote the average value on the stochastic rule 8 and the per-example entropy of the stochastic rule 8, respectively, where we use the base two logarithm through this paper without loss of gen erality. As long as the length function l satisfies the Kraft's inequality, we have the method uniquely de coding the original n examples with the described se quence (20] . We assume in this paper that the target range A consists of the model set G of the model g and the parametric space [0, 1]k{g) of the k(g) stochastic pa rameters pk(g) when the model is g E G. By minimiz ing the worst redundancy maxo EA {Eo[l(xR[n])]/n H(8)} for each n, indicating the correctness of the learning algorithm in an information theoretical sense, the worst redundancy converges to zero uniformly all over the target range A.
As a result of introducing the MDL principle without assuming any a prior probabilities on each stochastic rule 8 E A, we derive a simple formula of description length for comparing the models as
where 1i(xR[nA J g) is the empirical entropy using the n examples x [n) when the model is g, k(g) is the number of the stochastic parameters in the model g, and we assume that each model included in the model set G is represented as state decomposition [21) .
Furthermore, we show the extended version of a Chow and Liu algorithm [7] in the sense that our learning algorithm selects the model in the range where the de pendencies among the attributes are represented by the general plural number of trees rather than one tree necessarily connecting all the attributes as the Chow and Liu algorithm [7] . Their algorithm selects the model that the Kullback-Leibler information is minimized between the true stochastic rule 8 and the learned stochastic rule whose model is restricted to the set of the models representing a tree, by using Kruskal's minimum spanning tree algorithm [22) that minimizes the tree's sum of the cost, that is, the mu tual information I(X (i) , x U> ) attached to the edge between two nodes x(i) and x( j ), i, j = 1, 2, · · · R 1 , where the nodes and the edges in the tree correspond to the attributes and the dependencies, respectively. The proposed algorithm connects the edge between the two nodes x <il and x U) if and only if the mutual informa tion I(X (i) ' x U> ) is more than (a;-1)( CYj-1) log n/2n.
First, let us discuss a few basic results on learning stochastic rules on the input-output relation based on the MDL principle before developing the results re stricted to the rule on the inter-attribute relation or the BBNs.
2.1

LEARNING STOCHASTIC RULES REPRESENTED AS INPUT-OUTPUT RELATION
Consider the problem of learning stochastic rules rep resented on the input-output relation with the n ex amples
Yn '
We call Y i a class instead of an attribute value. We define this problem as estimating the conditional probability P(y J x N ) of the class y given the attribute vector x N in terms of the model g as well as the k(g) stochastic parameters pk(g). , where we call each label s = 1, 2, .. · , S(g) of the set Bs a state (21] . Then we can define the probability p[q, s,g) of the class q E AN+l given the states = 1, 2, · · ·, S(g) when the model is g .
Suzuki Example 1
Suppose N = 2 and a 1 = a 2 = 2. The problem is to divide the four vectors x 2 = (x <l) , x <2) ) = (0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1) into some num ber of the states. We can make at most the fifteen models as in Table 1 : We call this representational method state decompo sition for the input-output relation in this paper al though the original concept of this framework is much wider as in (21) .
Although there exists a finite number of the models in the model set G represented as the state decomposition in this paper because the combination of the states is finite, however, such a combination is extraordinarily large. So, we need to restrict the model set G when we actually use state decomposition.
The number of the models that we can represent using the state decomposition for the input output relation is /[I1f=1 aj) when the j-th attribute and the class take ai values, j = 1, 2, · · ·, N and a N+l values, respectively, where the function
This result is the modified version of [4) assuming ai = a, where a � 2 is an integer. By using this result, we can compute as fifteen, the combination of the models that we can represent using the state decomposition in Example 1 .
In general, the length function l9 (y[n]Jx N [n]) of the sequence of the class y[n] given the sequence of the attribute vector x N [n] when the model g is fixed can be written as
where
is the probability of y[n ] given x N [n] when the k(g) parameters are p k( g ) , and the function w (· ), called a weight function (23, 24 ] , must satisfy the inequality as
The number k(g) of the stochastic parameters p k( g ) is computed by using Eq. (7) because the one proba bility of the a N+ l classes is calculated with the other a N+ l -1 probabilities belonging to the same state. Also, the value of k(g) is derived when we calculate the description length as we will see in Theorem 2. So, the problem of determining the weight function is reduced to setting the weight function. Let the class of the weight function be the Dirichlet distribution with one parameter a > O, namely,
where r(x] is the gamma function of x as r(x) = 100 z"'-1 e-zdz .
(10)
Then, by choosing a = 1/ 2 rather than a = 1 assuming that the weight function has the uniform distribution proposed by Cooper and Herskovits [6), we have the length function achieving the minimax redundancy ex cept for the terms of 0(1/n) [21, 25, 26, 23, 24) . In other words, there exists a constant Co satisfying 
(13) and n[q, s, g ) and n[s, g) are respectively the occurrence of the class q on the state s and the occurrence of the state s when the model is g. holds.
Notice that no result has been reported that the length function letting a be one satisfies the property in The orem 2. Futhermore, in a similar case, we have shown that the lower bound of the minimax redundancy co incides with the RHS of Eq. (11) except for the terms of 0(1/n) [ 23, 24 ] . We can derive the lower bound of RHS of Eq. (11) similarly.
On the other hand, the description length la(g) of the model g E G itself also must satisfy the Kraft's in equality as 2:.:: 2-l a ( g ) � 1 .
g EG
In order to minimize the worst redundancy, we must set the description length la(g) of the model g E G as l a (g) = I/ I G I .
The worst redundancy is upper-bounded by
for any stochastic rule whose model set is G, where C 1 =C o + log I GI .
2.2
Learning Stochastic Rules Represented as Inter-Attribute Relation
Consider the problem of learning stochastic rules on the inter-attribute relation with n examples
We define this problem as estimating the probability P(xR) of the attribute vector xR in terms of the model g as well as the k (g) stochastic parameters pk(g).
We obtain the solution by iterating the model selec tion procedure similar to the case of the input-output relation for N = 1, 2, · · ·, R-1, where each model gin the model set G decomposes the N-dimensional space ITf=1 Aj of the attribute vector x N into S N (g) states at each N-th stage, after setting the one state at the initial stage, namely, S o (g) = 1 for any g E G. This is MDL Learning 269 because we can describe the probability P(xR) of the attribute vector xR as P(xR) = p(x(l))p(x(2)lx( 1 )) ... p(x(R)I x( 1 )x(2) • • • x <R -1 )).
(18) Intuitively, at the N-th stage, we can regard the N dimensional attribute vector
and the one attribute x< N + 1 ), N = 0, 1, ... , R -1, as the attribute vector and the class, respectively, in learning stochastic rules represented as the input output relation.
Theorem 4
The number of the models that we can represent using the state decomposition for the inter attribute relation and the number of the comparison required for selecting one model g E G are respectively This result is derived from Theorem 1 straightforward.
Theorem 5
We have the length function in Eq. 
2n n for any stochastic rule whose model set Ca = c 2 +l og I GI . 
GENERAL CASE
Assuming arbitrary BBNs amounts to restricting the model class G in the state decomposition to a specific case. In BBNs, we just need to decide for any two nodes of the network whether we connect the edge be tween them or not. Without loss of generality, suppose that we connect the edges from each element of the parent set 1r N [6] to the node x< N+l) , N = 1, 2, · · · , R,
. p(x(4) lx( 2) )p(x(6) lx (4)) where no edge is connected if the parent set 1r N is c/ empty. In other words, we can describe the probability P(xR) of the atribute vector xR as (23) where the parent set 1r0 of the node label 0 is empty.
We can exchange the node labels N = 1, 2, · · · , R so that Eq. (23) holds since BBN is acyclic and has no loops of the directed edges in the network [11, 12 ] .
When we compute the conditional probability P (xCN +l )j 7r N ) , we divide the space of the attributes included in 'll" N into the S N (g) states, where the num ber of the way of decomposing the states is 2 N rather than f[Ilf = l a j ] · Let the set of each label correspond ing to the attribute included in 1r N be </>N. Then we can divide the vector consisting of the attributes x<i), j E </>N into the S N (g) states.
Theorem 7 In BBNs, the number of the states at the Nth state when the model is g is computed as Therefore, holds.
Then, we can select the model using Eqs.( 4), (13) and (25) so that the description length l(xR[n]) is mini mized. Cooper and Herskovits [6] have proposed two methods for finding the model that maximizes the pos terior probability P(gixR[n]) of the model g given the n examples xR[n ] : first, the one specifying the optimal model by comparing the 2 ( � ) models; second, the polynominal-time heuristic.method adding each node to the parent set incrementally until the performance of the resulting model is not improved, without insur ing the optimality.
On the other hand, we can also apply our proposed method to the above two search strategies. We can continue adding the edge to the network while the amount reducing the empirical entropy indicating the fitness of the n examples xR[n] to the network is larger than the increase in the complexity of the model g pro portional to the number k(g) of the stochastic param eters pk(g). Anyway, we need the model selection to be global rather than sequential when we want to insure the optimality at the expense of computational efforts.
. p( :z;(3) lx(2) )p( x(5) lx (2)) . p(xC4 l)p(xC6)1x (4) 
DISCUSSION ASSUMING TREES
The merit of our proposed method compared to the result of Cooper and Herskovits (6 } is not so clear even through the discussion of the above two search strate gies, except that ours needs no a prior probability on each stochastic rule. In this subsection, however, we show that learning stochastic rules based on the MDL principle leads our method to the interesting and ele gant algorithm extending the Chow and Liu algorithm [7] when we assume that the network consists of trees, where we need not connect all the nodes through the path of any edges each other unlike Chow and Liu [7] . [7] have proposed a minimum cost spanning tree [22] whose cost of the edge between two nodes x< i) and xCil is the value of the mutual information J(XCil, xUl). The resulting Den droid distribution minimizes K ullback-Leibler's infor mation [27] between P(xR) and P' (x R ) in the range q[N ] =I 0, N := 1, 2, ... , R -1. In other words, any two nodes must be connected through any path of the edges.
Let us first show the proposed algorithm. In Algorithm 1, a priority queue Q is working' memory, thereby a set Tis the output.
Algorithm 1 begin 1. the set T := 0; 2. Compute the mutual information I(X(i), XUl) for all the edge ( i, j); sor-t the edges in the descending order of I(X<i),XU))-(a; -1)(aj -1) log n/2n, and store them into the priority queue Q;
J. Let the set of the sets {j} j = 1, 2, ... , R be V S;
4. while the maximum value in Q of I(X(i), X(j)) (a; -1)(aj -1) log n/2n > 0 do begin (a) Remove such an edge (i,j) that maxzmzzes .J(X(i), X( j ))-(a;-1 )( ai -1) log n/2n fr om Q; {b} if The two label i and j are included in the different sets in v s such as a set wl and a set w2 then begin Replace W1 and W2 in V S for W1 U W2; add (i,j) toT end end end.
In Algorithm 1, the mutual information J(X(i), xOl ) is defined as
(27) and .PO (or p(·, ·)) denotes the maximum likelihood estimator obtained with the relative occurrence of the n examples.
If the mutual information attached to that edge be tw een two nodes x (i) and xU> is larger than (a; -1 )( aj -1) log n/2n and connecting them yields to mak ing no loops, we can reduce the description length by adding it to the tree. On the other hand, we can replace the term (a;-1)(a:j-1)Iogn/2n (28) in Algorithm 1 for the general term of the function c (n) of n as ( a;-1)( aj-1) c (n)/2 ,
where MDL and AIC (Akaike's Information Criterion) (28] correspond to the case c( n) = log n and c( n) = 2, respectively. Furthermore, we might say that the result of Chow and Liu corresponds to the case c (n) = 0, thereby that their algorithm selects the maximum likelihood model. 4 
Concluding Remarks
We present the various learning algorithms as:
• the rules represented as the general BBNs;
• the rules represented as BBNs consisting of the general plural trees; as well as
• the rules represented as the general input-output and inter-relation relation without assuming any BBNs based on the MDL principle with the application to the design of the intelligent relational database systems.
Our future topics concerning this paper include:
1. problem-solving in actual database designs: we are now planning the design of a management re lational database in detail; and 2. the reasonable way of setting the k(g) stochastic parameters: we recommend estimating the value of p[q, s, N, g1 as
where a = 1/2, because the length functions in this paper are derived using a= 1/2. However, we do not fully know the property of this parameter estimator.
Thereby, let a be 1/2 and evaluate the value of (A.1) by using Stirling's formula as 1
In general, we have a-2 (n+ -2 -)! a-2 a-2 -rrr n +i = n! n-r --
for n odd, where a is an integer no less than 2. There fore, 
